Breakout
Introductory Backhaul Collaboration
Steven from ?? [notetaker could not hear]
Napakiak‐ in the process of closing old dump, has totes, conex, incinerator arrived
by barge. Wants to open new demo so neighbors can start sorting, old dump has
been closed for a few months. City coordinated neighbors to attend training with
RALO. Aluminum can recycling, just ordered ALPAR bags. Keeps cans in office Has a
shed but its full
Stanley Tomaszewski (Maniilaq): good thing for operators, dump mgmt.
maintenance, preventive, not equipment operation. Good to have dump mgmt
techniques to keep it organized.
RILEY Total Reclaim: ALPAR is only working with 10 communities on the plastic
1&2 recycling pilot project. Looking to expand later next year but no affirmative.
Anahma Saito (KAWERAK): make sure to separate recyclables as soon as they go
to the dump
Stan: make sure to take pictures, weekly if you can.
Doug Huntman (ADEC)‐ closed honey bucket site, took ten years to open new
landfill. About aluminum, is pretty inert and has a value as opposed to plastics, your
aluminum recycling could be a mechanism to pay for plastic recycling. (it’s the low
hanging fruit)
Anahma: Youth can collect your cans.
Doug: ‐ 4% aluminum can are being recycling, if you moved it up to 80% that’s a
significant amount of recycling. Divert that stream early.
Tununak‐ Or you can collect right at the store. Cans are put in cardboard boxes,
??: Special /Unmet needs: IGAP app, they will allow you to apply for extra $75,000
Anahma: uses the $75,000 to train people, buy a truck, storage shed.
Sophie from Nunapitchuk: has old snow machines, cars, white goods are separated
but not shipped. People take their own waste to the dump. Shipped 6 totes of lead
acid batteries, still collecting. Uses ALPAR and Ryan air for cans.
Tununak (alma): Collects aluminum cans, trying to start lead acid battery
collection. Some Fl. Bulbs, plastic bags and paper bags. Has full conexes of stuff that

needs to get shipped out. They have a stockpile of propane tanks too. Pop is
collected a t Tribal office
Anahma: Total Reclaim partnered with YRITWC on backhaul manual. Really likes
this manual
Louie Jones (Ekuk): no landfill or open dump, people do what they can. Louie
provides suggestions sometimes people take them but they still sneak in styrofoam.
Has a smart ash burner. Just bought a glass breaker to put in a trench. First year of
burning they burned maybe a ton. The next year not so much. Cannery was
accepting trash for people. Working with neighbor village on getting road between
two villages. Not involved in that project but concerned about where the landfill
will be. Does not have a transfer station, Is frustrated. Backhauling, plastics, cans‐
just little things. ((No running water, no electricity??)) Doesn’t know where to put
junk cars. 300‐500 people seasonally. Some people bring trash to Dillingham dump.
Kids don’t get involved because they’re working with their parents on set netting,
everyone sleeps with the tide. Dillingham has a baler, they wanted to donate alum
cans to senior center. Doesn’t want to start a collection program, they have no place
to put the materials.. Doesn’t know where to put transfer station.. No year round
residency, very few people in the winter. Wrote one proposal for backhaul from Bill
Gates but didn’t get it.
Had env. Assessment done: found Lead paint assessment and soil contamination.
50‐100 drums inside the building. Received $50,000
Anahma gives example from Shishmaref‐: Has incentives where if you bring in 36
crushed cans they give you a ticket then at the end of the month there is s door
prize.
Eagle: Isaac Juneby. Open dump. Has been back for a year (post flooding). Was
once cleaned up, but it’s a mess now partly because the road was flooded out. Works
with Sherry Kimmons at EPA, really likes her. Needs more interest for education
component in terms of presentations. These are required in his IGAP workplan. Is
interested in WQ sampling, but concerned with little amount of help available… had
one day of sampling demo but it wasn’t enough. Will work with Ted Jacobson. No
cooperation from the community. Has done a camp with the younger students. City
doesn’t have land for their dump, there are private lands and village allotments.
Things were buried after they tore down the school‐ asbestos‐ and now they’re
thinking of giving that land back to the village and build a dump where the asbestos
was buried. 1st class city, entitled to expansion (includes village). Under section 36,
you have to request that that land given back to the village
Stan: think about Brownsfield
Doug; be cautionary‐ they’ll do env. Assessments, not necessarily clean up
Stan: but that assessment can help lead to funding for a clean up.

Napakiak: If you want to get something done you need a cooperative. Has
cooperative meeting every month with City, Tribal Water/sewer/sw, school
programs. That gets people involved.
Doug: focuses on lower Yukon Kuskokwim and Aleutian islands. Challenge is
collecting from villages to the hub then out to the city.

